


Behind the scenes
The ICCMg (untold!!) story



Paris, Autumn 2015

I’m out for a symposium tonight. 

Have fun with the kids

Btw son#2 is sick, good luck

Again?? You already had one last week. 

How many meetings you have in IVF?

In microbiology we have pretty much
nothing

About 150 a year, IVF is trendy. 

Make your own conference if u’re not 
happy

Wife



Geneva, Autumn 2015

❑ No way, just focus on the bone and joint infection paper

«Jacques, what do you think of organizing a conference
about clinical metagenomics?»

❑ The hell no, just focus on this ethical clearance application

❑ Damn no, just focus on the genotype to phenotype project

❑ Yes, let’s do it and invite Giulia Enders for the opening

No limit!!!



Meet the man with a mission: Enrico Zuffi

And after a few pizzeria-meetings, ICCMg was on!



First, let’s find a logo



The logos you sent me are shit

Really, I kinda like them

Wife

I sent you a proposition, check your
mail

Thanks I’ll check







Then, let’s make it concrete



And find a lovely Geneva picture





A Twitter wave



A twitter wave: we were YAMMM!





Hopefully not for long…



(Btw another YAMMM)







What’s new in 2019?



Clinical metagenomics
is everywhere!

(and this is why you’re here)



Jacques Schrenzel Lisa Zuffi Laureline Magnin

We recruited during the last mercato

Yannick Charretier Vladimir Lazarevic



And built a scientific committee

Wei Gu
(UCSF, CA)

Robin Patel
(Mayo Clinic, MN)

Charles Chiu
(UCSF, CA)

Steve Miller
(UCSF, CA)

Derrick Crook
(University of Oxford, UK)

Christophe Rodriguez
(University of Paris-East, France)

Paul-Louis Woerther
(University of Paris-East, France)



SAVE THE DATE! ICCMg5

October 15-16 2020 Geneva

With the support of
Gold sponsors

Silver sponsors

Institutional sponsors



hmpff too much
speakers from long-
flight destinations… 

But some things shall not change



E  N  J  O  Y  !
#ICCMg4


